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ROYAL OAK MIDDLE SCHOOL HOSTS A
TALK WITH

DARREN LAUR

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 2014, FROM 7:00-9:00PM

INTERNET/SOCIAL MEDIA SAFETY AND DIGITAL
CITIZENSHIP FOR PARENTS ONLY
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Some Of The Topics Covered Include
★What is the Internet and
Social Networking
★What are our kids doing
on-line
★What are Chatrooms,
IM’s, SMS/MMS and how to
stay safer using them
★cellphone/smartphone
and web cam safety
★How
students
are
placing their privacy at risk
on-line
★What is your “digital
dossier”
and
how
to
protect it
★The good and bad of

★How to secure your
Social Network
★Understanding
that
everything you post online is public, permanent
and searchable
★The dangers of screen
names and profiles
★Who is the Internet
predator and what are
their tricks
★What
is
Social
Engineering
and
how
students are falling prey to
this vulnerability
★When to be concerned

★What is digital peer
aggression and what can
be done to stop it
★What is sexting and its
consequences and what
can be done to stop it
★What is the law specific
to sexting and digital peer
aggression
★The threat of Internet
Pornography
★What
is
digital
citizenship
★4 Steps to keep kids safe
online
★How can students and
their schools play a role

Darren Laur, of Personal Protection Systems Inc., is also a serving law enforcement professional with 26 years
of policing experience. He is an internationally recognized safety expert, published award winning author and
highly sought after speaker who specializes in the area of Personal Safety both on-line and off-line. Darren is
deeply immersed in social media, both on and off the job, and has taught digital safety for the past 12 years
and has written over 100 articles on Internet and Social Media safety and security.

Royal Oak Middle School Bandroom, 751 Travino Lane
Please RSVP to copacssd63@gmail.com

